JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR

Advertisement for Guest Faculty (Per Lecture Basis)

Session 2013-14

Applications on plain paper with complete biodata from qualified candidates as per UGC rules be submitted along with copies of mark sheets/ certificates/ degrees and testimonials to teach as Guest Faculty for the subjects given below. The Honorarium shall be Rs. 250/- per period not exceeding Rs. 15000/- per month.


Applications must be sent by Speed Post/Regd. Post only to the Assistant Registrar (Adm), Jiwaji University, Gwalior 474011 so as to reach on or before 21.06.2013.

Reservation Policy of Govt. of Madhya Pradesh shall be followed. For further details the candidates may contact the Head/Director/Coordinator of the respective Courses. The envelope must be marked for the applied position with the respective discipline/course i.e. “Application for Guest Faculty in_________” on the corner of the envelope other wise the application shall be rejected. The university reserve the right to fill or not to fill the vacancy of any discipline.

Registrar